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Holland Tunnel Gallery stands for the long-term, ongoing relationship between American and Dutch art. It is a great pleasure to write a few words in this book and congratulate Paulien Lethen with what she has achieved since 1997. She has created a place with a social function, not only interesting for the art elite, but also inviting to families from the neighborhood who may enter a gallery for the first time. She offers a stage to numerous artists with great dedication, not seeing herself as a gallery director, but as one of the artists.

No lack of good ideas! Her brilliant concept to buy a second garden shed and put it on wheels to provide an art experience for schools and seniors centers was never realized. But quite a few other plans were carried out, like the summer extension of Holland Tunnel Gallery on the Greek island of Paros, her former residence, and Stairmasters, the unconventional exhibition space adjacent to Holland Tunnel Gallery, where you climb four flights of stairs while enjoying art on the walls. Not to mention her hospitable Gallery Guesthouse and elegant Williamsburg Dinner Club.

Paulien Lethen is the personification of the Dutch mentality as we want to convey that now. She has made all the difference with art and culture, in an unorthodox spot and unusual setting. Paulien is a Williamsburg pioneer with a revolutionary and visionary eye. Look at Williamsburg now!

Jan Kennis
Cultural Attaché of the Netherlands Consulate General in New York
HOLLAND TUNNEL GALLERY
Stairmasters 2003
On the occasion of a Williamsburg open studio weekend, Paulien Lethen organized a one time exhibition with artists from the neighborhood and The Netherlands in her newly installed garden shed. This turned out to be the first exhibition of many to follow. The photo of artist Bix Lye (in yellow rain suit) illustrates the size of the gallery: he is not a giant!
LATE SHOW
April 4 to April 26, 1998
CURATED BY CAREN HYDE; DAVID BRODY, JOS LOOISE, WILLIAM DEAN REYNOLDS, BILL HALL, CAREN HYDE, PAULIEN LETHEN, MATTHEW MCDONNEL, JAN MULDER, ALEXANDRA ZEVIN, BARRIE SCHWARTZ

The exhibition Orange on the occasion of Queen’s Day, a Dutch national holiday on April 30th, featured art works in the national color of The Netherlands and matching accessories like an orange chair and a bowl with goldfish. Outside the gallery there was a traditional Queen’s Day ‘free market’ with live music.
After The Williamsburg Art & Historical Center Brooklyn, the exhibition was presented at De Nederlandsche Bank, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Oct 12 to Nov 19, 1999.

CURATED BY PAULIEN LETHEN AND JAN MULDER; LARRY DEYAB, TONY MARTIN, PABLO REY, JACQUES ROCH, LARRY WEBB, MARIOLIN VAN DEN ASSEM, JAN COMMANDEUR, MILO MAGNANI, PAULIEN LETHEN, JAN MULDER
CURATED BY PAULIEN LETHEN;
ANU SCHWARTZ, METTE TOMMERUP, ROBERT CHAMBERS, JOSH LEVINE, EILEEN WEITZMAN,
ROBERT LAWSON, CORINE BORGNET, JEROME GLOMAUD, LORI CUISINIER, DAN MILLS, GAIL SKUDERA,
LARRY WEBB, LOUIS ROMITA, SHELLEY HIMMELSTEIN, ANTHONY VENEZA, J. J. VERONIS,
MEHT ONER, DANIELLA VAN GENNEP, PABLO REY, JAN MULDER, PAULIEN LETHEN, NOA BORNSTEIN,
THOMAS BUPICH, ALEXANDRA LIMPERT, INGE BEHLING, SYLVIA WAGNER-WESEN, TODD JORGENSEN,
ROBERT HERMAN, MARGARET SCHNIPPER, JUNICHI HAMANO, JACQUES ROCH, SUSAN DABOLL,
VICTOR VELDHUIZEN VAN ZANTE, CAROLIEN STIKKER, LEIGH WARRE, JONI STERNBACH,
FRAN KORNFELD, CANYON STEINZIG, JEANNE LORENZ, JACK BACH, RICHARD BRACHMAN,
DEBRA JENKS, ISA TAUJNI, LUKE GRAY, JOS LOUISE, FERNANDO MOLEROS, DORKE POELZ,
RICHARD TIMPERIO, ALEX DE FLUVIA, LYnda ABRAHAM, MARISKA VAN DALFSEN, CARRI SKOCEK,
BETTIE RINGMA, TONY MARTIN, MARJOLIJN VAN DEN ASSEM, CAREN HYDE, URSULA CLARK,
SVENJA KAUFMAN, CHIEL VAN ZELST, BRANDON BALLENGEE, KRISTINA MULLER-EBERHARD,
TARA DIXON, CARRIE WEBBER, LAURA BENZIGER, BIX LYE, PAUL SPALLINA, DENNIS McCONKEY,
KATHERINE B. POWERS, ANNA WEST, TUCKER SABATH, MARY CARTER, KRISTINE ROBINSON,
KIYOMITSU SAITO, NEIL ROBERTS, BARBARA CAMPBELI, ERNEST MARCIANO, TRACY HENEGERGER,
TOM UMHOLTZ, THERESA BREZANY, SHARI URQUART, ORLY COGAN, SARAH BANKER, MARHI KOTAK,
SEREN MOREY, KARL KLINGBIEL, PHONG BUI, SUSAN MAYR, K.J. DIVANT, NORMA MARKLEY,
C.C. TEXT, LORI ORTIZ, RANDE BARKE, WENDY HIRSCHBERG, ROB VAN DER SCHOOR,
JULIE A. MCCONNELL, DANIEL ROSENBAUM, DENISE KOMISAREK, ROBERT OERI, DAVID KREPIL,
LYNDA RAY, FRANCOISE VAN DJUK, PAUL LASTER, MICHELE HENSOTH, GEORGE HORNRE,
EUNG HO PARK, EVA CEBOLDER, GALIENNE RAWLS, KIT BROWN, HEFF HEISLER
LOST AND FOUND
October 9 to October 31, 1999
INTERPRETATIONS
August 16 To September 15, 2001
Holland Tunnel Gallery Paros Greece
Twelve Dutch women photographers showed work at Holland Tunnel Gallery. The photographs are from the Randstad Nederland Collection. Holland Tunnel Gallery presented the same exhibition later that year at Studio Jan Mulder, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
STAIRMASTERS 1
May 18, 2003 to May 20, 2004
Annex Holland Tunnel Gallery
CURATED BY PAULIEN LETHEN;

ORACLE
July 15 to August 31, 2006
Holland Tunnel Gallery Paros Greece
TRAFFIC
September 9 to October 8, 2006
5 DUTCH DAYS
DELFT BLUES
ARTS & JAZZ

November 19 to November 21, 2010
The Delft Blues Arts & Jazz event was organized on the occasion of 5 Dutch Days, an annual program celebrating the continuous influence of Dutch arts and culture in New York City. The exhibition Delft Blues in Stairmasters, annex Holland Tunnel Gallery, was also part of this event.
ENCOUNTERS 2
LITHIC LIGHT
MOVING ON
3 IN ONE
July 24 to September 4, 2014
Holland Tunnel Gallery Paros Greece
ARTIST INDEX

ARTISTS

Lyndel Abraham
Mark Albricht
Lynn Aldrich
Alan Alejo
Michael Alexis
René Pierre Allain
Kei Andersen
Carlos Andrade
Catrien Ariëns
Renee Arons
Cael Adair
Catherine Adair
Michael van Adrichem
Heleen Bijvank
Jean Betancourt
Elena Berriolo
Neva Bergemann
Sonja van den Berg
Laura Benziger
Sharon Ben Joseph
Inge Behling
Gerdien Beernink
Richard de Bas
Michael Barton Miller
Joe Barnes
Amanda Barrow
Miriam Bell
Sharon Ben Joseph
Femke Bender
Maura Bennett
Laura Benzieger
Jesse Bercoetz
Sonja van den Berg
Nea Bergmann
Amy Berk
Elena Berntiolo
Jean Betancourt
Markus Betran
Heleen Bijvank
Tom Billings
Patrick Bischoff
Natasha Bizas
Jeanne Blackburn
Friso Blankenvoorst
Dan Beier
Anuschka Blommers
Victoria Boardman
Mietze Boersma
Daan Bogerld
Miloushka Bokma
Vanessa Boogerd
Corine Borgnet
Noa Bornstein
Floor Bos
Anna Boterman
Linda van Boven
Judith van Bontel
Richard Brachman
Nelson Bradley
Michael Brady
Marcy Brafman
Leonardo Bravo
Rory Brennan
Theresa Berzany
Undine Brod
David Brody
Jackie Brooker
Mireille Brower
Kim Brown
Eric de Brujin
Matt Bua
Phong Bui
Simone Bujs
Dorthea Bushell
Ken Butler
Katja Buturlina
Guilien Calik
Barbara Campbell
Elizabeth Campbell
Paul Campbell
Dana Carlson
Elizabeth Cary
Jeffrey Carson
Sally Ann Carstensen
Mary Carter
Heather Cassils
Amy Chaklin
Robert Chambers
Suzanne Chamlin
Colin Chase
Letiress Chayousas
Olga Chechina
Sasha Chernovoyt
Anita Chernewski
Regina Cherry
Ben Cheung
KaKyun Cho
Elaine Chow
Angiola Churchill
Vincent Gianni
Ursula Clark
Joss Cobh
Maricen Cochin
Orly Cogan
Bram Colen
Jan Commandeur
Elisabeth Condon
Laura Cooper
John Corbin
Alison Coryn
William Cotten
Pat Courney
Caroline Cox
Heather Cox
Pat Cox
Eva Grebolder
Joan Criswell
Linda Cross
Lori Cuisiner
Frederico D’Orazio
Joel Daavid
Susana Daboll
Melissa Dadourian
Patricia Dahlman
Michael Dalcero
Mariska van Dalsten
Timothy Daly
Patti Davidson
Alex De Fluvia
Matthew Deleget
Wipjanda Deroo
Lyne DeSilva-Johnson
Daniel DiGia
Francoise van Dijk
Rineke Dijkstra
Steve Dilley
Lisa Dinhofer
Fleur van Dissel
Jennifer Ditachio
K.J. Divant
Tara Dixon
Peter Dobill
Wim Drion
Daniel du Plessis
Lukasz Dublanski
Olivier Dubois-Cherrier
Elizabeth Duffy
Geoff Dugan
Julie Durkin
Miream Dym
Melissa Eder
Rupert Edor
Joet Edink
Menne van Eeghen
Vanja van Eijden
Carmen Einfinger
Stephen Eins
Susan Elizalde-Holler
Lori Ellison
Kirsten Emmel
Elise Engler
Eoutly
Hans van Erp
Marie-Louise van Erp
Merion Este
Ann Faison
Margot Farrington
Felicity Faulkner
Dennis Feradouros
Alfonso Filieri
Maartje Folkeringa
Alison Foshee
Lynn Foster
Charles Foster-Hall
Ernest Fraij
Lucy Fradkin
Karl Frederick
Matt Freedman
Bianca Fuchs
A.M. Fung
Monica Gaertner
Beth Ganz
Sara Garden
Francisco van Gijk
Vince Garguilo
Deborah Garwood
Serge Garzoncky

Musicians

Tamara Gayer
Mary Louise Geering
David Geizer
Daniella van Gennepl
Kathy Gerber
Stephen Gerberich
Tim Gerberich
David Giansante
Edouard van Giel
Eric Girson
Erica Giorgi
Andy Gluck
Jimmy Goedhart
Michael Goldberg
Pam Goldblum
Andy Golub
Florrie Golub
Elke Gould
Peter Gourfain
David Grant
Carlo Grassini
Luke Gray
Owen Gray
Lisa Greahg
Phyllis Green
Norma Greenwood
Sandra Greuel
Andrezej Gumiela
Berry de Haas
Hein Hage
Rutger Hagen
Bill Hall
Nijichi Hamano
Coen Hamelink
Valerie Hammond
Jos van der Hamvoord
Jody Hanson
Simone Hartman
Liz Harvey
Setsuko Hasegawa
Lynn Hassan
Jacqueline Hassink
Viktoria Hauffe
Jari Havlena
Naomi Heer
Fleur van Heest
Kylie Heidenheimer
Heff Heiser
Dina Helal
Neddi Heller
Michele Hemmoth
Tracy Heneberger
Tarra Hensena
Ed Herman
Molly Herman
Robert Herman
Anaida Hernandez
Ainece Hertog
Irving Herzberg
Elana Herzog
Stephan Hillebrand
Shelley Himmelstein
Bryan Hoit
Wendy Hirschberg
Cameron Hockenson
Paula Holland
George Horner
Rudolf Huber-Wilkoff
Helene Hui
Caren Hyde
Debra Jenks
Dana Jensen
Elisa Jensen
Claus Jeveret
Dion Johnson
Mary Jones
Eline Jongma
Todd Jorgensen
Kim Lee Kahn
Jeff Kaipershot
Nieske Kalkman
Ursula Kammer-Fox
Vanja van Eijsden
Jenne van Eeghen
Joert Edink
Melissa Eder
Miriam Dym
Elizabeth Duffy
Olivier Dubois-Cherrier
Lukasz Dublanski
Ann Faison
Hans van Erp
Tracy Heneberger
Neddi Heller
Dina Helal
Elke de Klerk
Kat Klinkhiehl
Frank van Klink
Jaap van der Klomp
Jaka Klotz
Tim Knox
Anders Knutsen
Nienke Koedijk
Michaal Koechler
Koh
Denise Kosoniszek
Alexi Komodikis
Nicole van Konijnenburg
Chisato Konno
Kazuhiro Kuremoto
Fran Kornfeld
Jaron Korf
Marni Kotak
Alexander J. Kraut
David Krepile
Thomas Krowang
Martin Kroudel
Denise Kruithof
Dianelle Kwon
Marije Laar
Niels Lakens
Tomek Lamprecht
Inez van Lamsweerde
Connie Lane
Betra Larse
Paul Last
Mandy Lauck
Robert Lawson
Vesna Lazarin
Claudia Lazzarin
Laurie J. Lea
Meghan LeBourgeois
Denise van Leeuwen
Gerda van Leeuwen
Daan van der Lelij
Paulien Lethen
Richard Lethen
Josh Levine
Nina Levy
Melissa Libertelli
Flash Light
Jackie Lima
Alexandra Limpert
This book is dedicated to our parents, Miek Schuttevaër-Oudegeest (1912-2011) and Jan Schuttevaër (1903-1982), who always supported any new enterprises we came up with, and showed us the importance of hospitality and style.

This project has received funding through a grant from the Netherland-America Foundation.

Thanks to Céline Bouchez, Fran Kornfeld, Roy Lethen, Simone Siemons and Jos Vredevoort for their valuable contributions to the realization of this book; and thanks to all who have been supportive of Holland Tunnel Gallery.
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This book has been compiled with great care. However, if you discover a mistake or omission, please send an email to hollandtunnelart@gmail.com